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Q ‘ReVisions’

Artists converse across centuries in special exhibition at PEM this Spring
By Jyotirmoy Datta

C

enturies shout, converse and whisper across
the abyss of time at an exhibition opening at
the Peabody Essex Museum this spring. ‘ReVisions: India’s Artists Engaging Traditions’ presents
14 contemporary works in tandem with traditional pieces exemplifying the artists’ source of
inspiration, including Mughal court painting,
medieval temple sculpture and photography.
Featuring objects from PEM’s renowned
Chester and Davida Herwitz Collection of 20thcentury Indian art and considerable holdings of
traditional Indian art forms, as well as the Harvard
Art Museum’s exceptional collection of art from
the royal courts and temples of India, ReVisions
will be on view from April 4, 2009 through April,
2010.
“We are delighted to collaborate with our sister
institution, Harvard Art Museum, on ReVisions.
The opportunity to draw upon Harvard’s remarkable collection as a complement to our own
enables PEM to share the great depth and breadth
of Indian art with our guests,” said Dan Monroe,
Executive Director of the Peabody Essex Museum.
Susan Bean, Curator of South Asian and Korean Art at the Peabody Essex Museum said, “This
exhibition is an enjoyable means to understanding
20th century Indian art, which at first glance may
appear derivative of Western contemporary
trends, but in fact draws its inspiration from many
sources, particularly five thousand years of India’s
rich artistic traditions.”
With thousands of years of history and centuries of colonial rule, artists working in India
today draw upon local themes and techniques

‘Woman waiting for lover,’ by Jogen Chowdhury
featured in ‘ReVisions’ at PEM.
(Photo; courtesy Peabody Essex Museum)

while maintaining connections with the global art
world.
From without and within, the influence of
many cultures and artistic practices can be perceived in the works of artists such as M.F. Husain,
Gieve Patel and Ravinder Reddy. Dynamic modern canvases and three-dimensional works mine
the past for ideas about composition, color, subject
and materials.
Among them, Jogen Choudhury playfully calls
to a popular subject depicted in many styles from
Rajput court art to vernacular Tanjore glass painting -- the image of a lady of rank gazing at a flower.
Intended to lend refinement to the subject, the figure contemplates natural beauty, or perhaps yearns
for an absent lover.
Choudhury’s ‘Waiting for Her Lover’ substitutes the traditionally lithesome figure with a

robust woman of a certain age, gazing at a wilted
blossom with as much romantic passion as any
epic heroine.
Similarly, Ravinder Reddy’s shining Woman
’95 could be anyone dipped in gold. With her
fashionable accessories, red lipstick and nail polish,
she seems quite contemporary but for the celestial
gleam of her flesh. The penetrating gaze and golden patina suggest that she is a divine presence, like
the stone sculpture of the temple goddess, Sarasundari standing nearby.
Borrowing from the grace and power of classical Hindu forms, Woman ’95 refers to contemporary woman and ancient deities in the same
breath, leading the viewer to reflect on the nature
of feminine power, cosmic or human.
‘ReVisions, Indian Artists Engaging Traditions’
was organized by the Peabody Essex Museum in
collaboration with the Harvard Art Museum, and
was co-curated by Susan Bean, Curator of South
Asian and Korean Art, Peabody Essex Museum,
and Kimberly Masteller, formerly Assistant Curator, Harvard Art Museum and currently Jeanne
McCray Beals Curator of South and Southeast
Asian Art, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art.
Kicking off the exhibition, PEM celebrates the
art and culture of India in its many splendid forms
with a weekend-long festival.
The Desai Family Foundation, a Burlington,
Mass.-based nonprofit organization that supports
general education and health, Indian culture and
community development, announced that it has
partnered with PEM to organize and host an
annual “Sensational India!” festival for the next
seven years.
The first “Sensational India!” festival, which is
scheduled for April 4-5, 2009, and will showcase

the sights, sounds and tastes of Indian culture and
is expected to draw more than 3,000 people.
The event also celebrates PEM’s unparalleled
200-year legacy of cultural exchange with India.
For two days, the Peabody Essex Museum will
come alive with the sounds of the veena and tabla,
the aroma of South Asian cuisine, and the color
and vitality of Indian classical and folk dance.
“We’re very excited to support this event,” said
Samir Desai, president of The Desai Family Foundation. In partnership with Samir and Nilima
Desai and the Desai Family Foundation, PEM
will host this exciting and unique program annually, showcasing both ancient and modern aspects
of India’s rich culture.
The program is positioned to become the premiere destination for all things Indian in New
England – this year, and in the years to come.
“India has drawn incredible attention in recent
years for its art – especially film and music – and
we want to help enrich those curious minds about
all that India has to offer,” added Desai.
This year’s spirited two-day festival is aimed at
making connections between the rich traditions of
Indian art and culture and India’s contemporary
performing arts in their many exciting forms.
On April 5, award-winning actress and bestselling cookbook author Madhur Jaffrey will speak
about her newest book, ‘Climbing the Mango
Trees: A Memoir of a Childhood in India.’
A leading authority on Indian food, Jaffrey tells
a tale of an unusual childhood and testifies to the
power of food to prompt memory. The book
includes recipes for more than 30 delicious dishes
from Jaffrey's childhood.
(Compiled from press release)
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Sujata Mohapatra performs Odissi recital

Jewish Indian community celebrates ‘Purim’

Renowned danseuse Sujata Mohapatra performed an Odissi recital for an audience of more than 150
at the ballroom of the Consulate General of India in New York on March 12. The event was organized by
the Consulate General of India in New York and the Sanskriti Center. The dance recital was the second
program of the ‘Jewels of India’ series, showcasing India’s art and culture, a press release said.
Mohapatra is the daughter-in-law and disciple of Padma Vibhushan Guru Kelucheran Mohapatra. She
was accompanied by vocalist Binod Bihari Panda, violinist Nilendra Nath Patra and flutist Jabahar
Mishra, with Ekalabya Muduli (mardala). Odissi is a popular temple dance from from India. Seen in the
photo is Mohaptra performing at the event. (Photo: Mohammed Jaffer/SnapsIndia)

The Indian Jewish Congregation of USA celebrated the festival of ‘Purim’ at the Rego Park Jewish
Center on March 7 with a Bollywood theme. Guests came in colorful costumes bringing in the spirit of
the festival celebrating the victory of the Jews saved from annihilation plotted by the wicked Prime
Minister of Persia under King Ahasuerus almost 2500 years ago. Approximately150 people of all ages
representing the Indian, Hungarian, Ethiopian, American and Russian Jewish communities danced and
sang to Bollywood songs, a press release said. Students from the Rang Nartan School of Dance performed
regional Indian dances. An Indian Kosher buffet dinner was also served. Seen in the photo, are students
from Rang Nartan School of Dance. (Photo; courtesy, the organizers)
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